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Lab 2 — False Fame Effect — Spring 2012 
 
 

Lab #2 
 

Tips for succeeding in writing Lab 2 
Ø Give yourself time to write, analyze, and think! 
Ø Read D. Bem’s “Writing the empirical journal article” before you start writing 
Ø Never turn in your first draft–you should go through at least 2 revisions before handing it in 
Ø Review APA style resources–before you write, as you write, when you think you’re done writing 

 
 
Contents 
 

Title Page 
Same as Lab 1, Review APA style handout 
 

 
Abstract 

< 150 words: Imagine reducing your paper to a couple of sentences each of introduction, method, results, and 
discussion. Be sure that your reported results are explicit. 
 

 
Introduction 

Ø You begin at the top of page 3 with your title (centered) and not “Introduction.” 
Ø You need to incorporate at least three assigned articles in reviewing the literature. As you think about each 

article you use, consider how that article’s approach is similar to and different from the one employed in this 
experiment. You may also make use of other articles, should you wish to do so. 

Ø As Bem suggests, there should be a funnel effect…from general to specific. Do you want to talk about general 
repetition effects and then the false fame effect, and then gender effects? Or do you want to start talking about 
the false fame effect and then narrow your focus to gender? Many different approaches would work. 

Ø Work to set up your purpose paragraph (at the end of the Intro) illustrating why the study is important (and 
different from earlier research). What questions are motivating this study? 

 
Method 

Participants 
Ø How many? 
Ø Any relevant demographics to report?  (Gender information was not collected systematically.) 
Ø How were participants recruited?  Why did they participate? 

 
Materials  

Ø Famous males and females were selected from web sites for politicians (governors, senators, members of 
congress, etc.) and people in the entertainment industry (actors, singers, directors, etc.). They were 
deliberately selected so that they were not extremely famous. 

Ø Non-famous male and female names were selected from web sites for runners in 10K races. Gender-neutral 
first names were selected from the babynames.com site and placed with last names from the running results 
web sites. 

Ø Forty-eight names were presented on the first day (Phase 1): 24 Famous and 24 Non-Famous. 
Ø Forty-eight names were presented on the second day (Phase 2): 24 Famous and 24 Non-Famous. 
Ø One hundred and eight names were presented for fame judgments on the second day (Phase 3): 18 New 

(not presented on Phase 1 or 2) Non-Famous Names, 18 New Famous Names, 12 Non-Famous Names 
previously presented once at Phase 1, 12 Famous Names previously presented once at Phase 1, 12 Non-
Famous Names previously presented once at Phase 2, 12 Famous Names previously presented once at 
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Phase 2, 12 Non-Famous Names presented twice (once at Phase one and once at Phase 2), and 12 Famous 
Names presented twice. (See list of names.) 

Procedure 
Ø Be concise (comprehensive + brief).  
Ø Write from participants’ point of view.   
Ø Don’t repeat information that is described in previous sections. 

 
 

Results 
Ø You need to compute at least three repeated measures analyses that make sense to you 
Ø Compute Tukey post hoc analyses as appropriate. 
Ø Don’t forget how to report your statistics!!  For ANOVAs, statistical evidence is like:  F(dftreatment, dferror) = 

X.XX, MSE = X.XX, p < .05, η2 = .XXX. (You’ll get partial eta squared from General Linear Model analysis, 
presuming that you check the effect size option.)  

 
 

Discussion 
Ø Summarize findings conceptually (not merely repeating the results). What does it all mean? 
Ø Incorporate findings into already existing literature (from Introduction). Are your results consistent with all of 

the prior research? What have you contributed? 
Ø Describe limitations of study and possibilities for future research. 
 

 
References (Note: as shown here, the refs are NOT in APA style, so don’t emulate) 
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Data Set 
 

Variable Names Description 
Section 1 = Section1-2005, 2 = Section2-2005, 3 = Section1-2012, 4 = Section2-2102 
Gender 1 = Male, 2 = Female 
nonff0 non-famous female, only occurred at test 
nonfe0 non-famous either, only occurred at test 
nonfm0 non-famous male, only occurred at test 
nonff11 non-famous female, occurred only once on Phase 1 
nonfe11 non-famous either, occurred only once on Phase 1 
nonfm11 non-famous male, occurred only once on Phase 1 
nonff12 non-famous female, occurred only once on Phase 2 
nonfe12 non-famous either, occurred only once on Phase 2 
nonfm12 non-famous male, occurred only once on Phase 2 
nonff2 non-famous female, occurred once on Phase 1 and once on Phase 2 
nonfe2 non-famous either, occurred once on Phase 1 and once on Phase 2 
nonfm2 non-famous male, occurred once on Phase 1 and once on Phase 2 
famf0 famous female, only occurred at test 
famm0 famous male, only occurred at test 
famf11 famous female, occurred only once on Phase 1 
famm11 famous male, occurred only once on Phase 1 
famf12 famous female, occurred only once on Phase 2 
famm12 famous male, occurred only once on Phase 2 
famf2 famous female, occurred once on Phase 1 and once on Phase 2 
famm2 famous male, occurred once on Phase 1 and once on Phase 2 
nonfam0 non-famous person (mean of female, either male) only occurred at test 
nonfam11 non-famous person (mean of female, either male) occurred only once on Phase 1 
nonfam12 non-famous person (mean of female, either male) occurred only once on Phase 2 
nonfam2 non-famous person (mean of female, either male) occurred both Phase 1 and Phase 2  
fam0 famous person (mean of female, either male) only occurred at test 
fam11 famous person (mean of female, either male) occurred only once on Phase 1 
fam12 famous person (mean of female, either male) occurred only once on Phase 2 
fam2 famous person (mean of female, either male) occurred both Phase 1 and Phase 2  
nonfamfem non-famous female (mean of nonff0, nonff11, nonff12, nonff2) 
nonfammale non-famous male (mean of nonfm0, nonfm11, nonfm12, nonfm2) 
famfem famous female (mean of fmaf0, famf11, famf12, famf2) 
fammale famous male (mean of famm0, famm11, famm12, famm2) 
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Example: Analysis of Effect of Presentations on Fame Ratings for Non-Famous Females 
Analyze->General Linear Model->Repeated Measures 

   
 
So, your final analysis window would look like this: 

    

 
 
This analysis focuses on whether or not the False Fame effect is present in judgments of non-famous females (are 
the non-famous female names seen more often judged as more famous?). To determine which condition means come 
from populations with different means, you would need to compute Tukey’s HSD: 

 

𝐻𝑆𝐷 = 𝑞
𝑀𝑆!""#"

𝑛
= 3.65

. 134
99

= .134 

 
You might report your results like this: 
There was a significant effect of the number of repetitions on the fame ratings, F(3,294) = 5.235, MSE = .134, p = 
.002, η2 = .051. Post hoc tests, using Tukey’s HSD indicate that the names presented only once on the first day were 
judged as more famous (M = 1.609) than those presented once on the second day, just prior to the test (M = 1.407).  
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You need to compute several analyses (i.e., at least three). You may analyze the data set according to one of the two 
approaches below, or some other approach that we could discuss: 
 
Approach 1: 
If you were interested in examining the impact of gender on the False Fame Effect for Non-Famous names, what 
analyses would make sense to you? 
 
 
Approach 2: 
If you were interested in examining the impact of number of repetitions on False Fame separately for each level of 
gender, which variables would you use? 
 
 
Here are the descriptive statistics for the data file: 

 


